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Studies have shown that engaging in enjoyable leisure activities, 

including hobbies, can reduce stress, replenish depleted reserves, and 

lead to overall positive mental and physical health benefits. Developing a 

special interest can also help promote social connection and reduce isolation. 

Knowing that there are such positive benefits to engaging in leisure activities, individuals 

who are feeling stressed, fatigued, or disconnected may want to consider developing or expanding 

on some special interests.   

Start by evaluating your needs. Are you going at a fast pace all day and want to slow things down? 

Consider hobbies that allow you to enjoy moments of calm and peace, such as knitting, croqueting, 

writing, puzzles, or painting.  

Are you around people all day and tired of interactions? A solitary hobby might help you replenish your 

energy. Something like fishing, gardening, reading, jewelry making, hand lettering, photography, hiking, 

yoga, or biking are just some ideas.   

Do you feel restless from lack of mental or physical stimulation? Something to energize you such as 

dance or swim classes, or an activity that stretches your mind such as chess, word puzzles, or learning an 

instrument might benefit you.  

Are you feeling disconnected or seeking meaningful connection with other adults? You may want to  
engage in activities that get you interacting with other people such as taking a cooking, pottery, or art  
class, joining a running or walking group, or learning a new sport like pickleball or rock climbing.      
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Your Employee Assistance Program 
MCPS in partnership with Kepro, offers a hybrid EAP to assist in the  
management of workplace issues or personal challenges that may  
impact your wellbeing. The in-house EAP is available 8:30AM-5PM 
year-round and Kepro EAP is available 24/7/365. 


